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ABSTRACT

As Beijing’s intervention looms large amidst the escalating protest in Hong Kong and the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ legal arrangement virtually exists in name only, talks of ‘federalism, in Chinese style’ seem to fall out of fashion. Despite Beijing’s recent ridiculing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration as merely a historical document, its provision for a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong under the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ arrangement did fuel discussions of ‘the federal idea, Chinese style’ when Hong Kong was to be retored to China. Notably, Hong Kong is not the first frontier where China and Britain has clashed over the interpretation of territorial legal status. Looking beyond the current conflicting treaty interpretations between China and the UK and in light of their suzerainty-vs-overrideignty dispute over Tibet, this seminar aims to provide a re-appraisal of the federal idea through an examination of the direction it has travelled in the differing constitutional imaginaries of the centre-frontier relationship.
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